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Uncovering an Oasis
By Cathy Jean Maloney
In downtown Chicago, a classic Prairie School landscape is restored to life.
Shortly before he died in 1998,
Alfred Caldwell returned to the
Lily Pool, his masterpiece of
Prairie School landscape
architecture nestled in Chicago's
Lincoln Park. Some 60 years had
passed since he first created this
sylvan haven, and time had not
been kind to the site. Weed trees
and shrubs choked sunlight from
the clearing, stonework was
broken, and the lagoon was murky
and filled with debris. This was the
place for which Caldwell had once
cashed in his own life insurance
policy to pay for needed
perennials. Now, no flowers grew.
"It's a dead world," Caldwell said,
upon first sight. Dan Purciarello, a
Chicago Park District landscape
architect who accompanied the
nonagenarian Caldwell to the Lily
Pool, vividly recalls these words.
As project manager for the
rehabilitation of the Caldwell Lily
Pool, Purciarello, along with an unprecedented assemblage of community groups, is trying to
bring this dead world to life. With interested par- ties ranging from bird-watchers, preservation
advocates, and local governments, to common citizens, this is not a run-of-the-mill
resurrection.
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THIS 1930S VIEW of the Lily Pool above, shows Caldwell's deft combination of enclosures and sun openings. Prairie-style
pavilions overlook the lagoon, which is bordered by stratified rock. Below, a comparable view last August.

Alfred Caldwell (1903-1998), designed the Lily Pool in the late 1930s as a refuge from the city.
With his signature prairie style, acquired through mentorships from Jens Jensen and Frank
Lloyd Wright, Caldwell redeveloped an old Victorian pond to a 1 1/2-acre naturalistic sanctuary.
"The Lily Pool was one of the most complete projects that Caldwell worked on for the Chicago
Park District," says Julia
Sniderman Bachrach, park
historian and longtime
preservation advocate. During
the WPA years, although many
projects were under way in the
Chicago parks, few allowed
Caldwell full rein in artistic
expression. Bachrach believes the
Lily Pool is unique, despite the
ravages of time. "It is a very intact
example of Caldwell's work," she
explains. "Because of the
[smaller] scale, Caldwell was able
to articulate all the landscape
elements that were important to
him."
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The bones of Caldwell's original design have held together over the years. His plan included a
lagoon, made to look like a prairie river cut through limestone bedrock. Inviting stonework
paths circled the lagoon, and a council rind was sited on a hill, providing views to the Lily Pool
below and glimpses of Lake Michigan to the east. The strong inward orientation of the site
encourage personal reflection and relaxation, despite the hectic pace of its urban surroundings.
Caldwell 's characteristically detailed drawing called for groupings of crab apple, sumac,
serviceberry, and hawthorns underplanted with native shrub roses, viburnum, and literally tens
of thousands of woodland perennials. "He knew plants upside down and backwards," says
Dennis Domer, author of the biography Alfred Caldwell (Johns Hopkins University Press, 1997).
Having studied with both Jensen and Chicago botanist H. S. Peppoon, Caldwell was not only a
master stonemason but a plantsman as well.
When the Lily Pool first opened in the 1930s, the public responded enthusiastically to the new
space. So enthusiastically, in fact, that the effect of human traffic caused significant erosion and
damage to the plantings. Compounding the problem, the Lily Pool had been designated a bird
sanctuary in the 1950s and became a spot for the adjacent Lincoln Park Zoo to breed and feed
migratory birds. Renamed "The Rookery," the site was host to birds who came from far and
wide on their lakeshore migrations and turned Caldwell's quiet sanctuary into an avian O'Hare.

1930S-ERA PHOTOGRAPHS, above show the detailing

The Chicago Park
District attempted a
and siting of the pavilion as designed by Caldwell
restoration in the
1960s, but with the intent
to retain the space as
a bird nesting ground. Inappropriate stone was added to check the erosion, and the eastern footpath that circled the
lagoon was removed. Desperately needed maintenance was limited, at best, throughout the
next decades.
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"Even in the state it was
in, people would
THE STR0NG INWARD
come upon it and be
amazed that it was
ORIENTATION OF THE STIE
there," says Carol Parden,
president of the
ENCOURAGES
PERSONAL
Friends of Lincoln Park.
"So many of us
REFFLECTION
AND
RELAXATION,
remember taking walks
through the Lily Pool
as young children. This
DESPITE THE HECTIC PACE OF ITS was such a special
spot." Friends of Lincoln
Park (FOLP), a
URBAN SURROUNDINGS.
grassroots advocacy
group, has
spearheaded the fight to return the Lily Pool to its former beauty and purpose. In 1997, the
FOLP began an effort with the Chicago Park District to develop a concept plan for the Lily Pool.
The FOLP and the Chicago Park District will share the estimated $2.3- to $2.4-million- dollar cost
of the rehabilitation.
Getting input from all of the constituents who felt they had a claim to the Lily Pool was critical
to the success of the plan. Grants were obtained from the USDA Forest Service, The Chicago
Community Trust, and the Graham Foundation for the concept plan. Working with Wolff
Clements and Associates, a Chicago-based landscape architecture firm, the team produced
educational videos, obtained historical expertise, and conducted a series of focus groups.
Birders, ADA advocates, historic preservation proponents, nearby residents, and general park
users were all invited to the focus groups. Part of the sessions were educational, with
participants shown before-and-after photos of the Lily Pool. Individuals were then asked for
their ideas about redevelopment.
What could have been open warfare when the concept plan was unveiled turned into "the
closest you could possibly come, at a public .meeting, to a love- fest," according to Carol
Parden. Ted Wolff, of Wolff Clements and Associates, says this was largely because the research
had been done, and they had the facts. "Instead of having these interest groups fighting with
each other, we were able to identify areas where people agreed," Wolff says.
Key points of agreement included a commitment to Caldwell's original design, access for
persons with disabilities, removal of 1960s limestone, additional plantings of various heights
and forms, and continued maintenance after the rehabilitation. The concept plan therefore
specified significant restoration of the stonework on paths, ledges, waterfall, and the council
ring; reconstruction of two prairie-style pavilions; re- opening of the eastern path; and
extensive replanting.
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The first phase of the work, begun in the fall of 2000, was more a process of subtraction than
addition. More than 400 weed trees such as mulberry, boxelder, and buckthorn were removed,
according to Shawn Kingzette of Hendricksen, The Care of Trees. The Hendricksen group had
inventoried the site and, using old photos and Caldwell's notes, identified historically significant
specimens. When old trees had to be removed because of disease, the decision was not made
lightly, nor were the trees unceremoniously dumped. A big old cottonwood, for example,
diseased beyond repair, was recycled as a climbing tree for the bear habitat in the Lincoln Park
Zoo.

In deference to the bird advocates, all work was scheduled so as not to conflict with prime
migration seasons. The lagoon was dredged with utmost care not to disturb the wildlife, a key
concern of some constituents. A family of turtles, for example, was gently carried to a
neighboring pond.
In the spring of 2001, work began on the stonework and replanting. Although the original
craftsmanship of the stone was superb, inevitable wear and tear had done damage. Clauss
Brothers, a venerable landscaping firm whose construction business predates the original Lily
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Pool, handled the stonework and general
construction. Matching the unique weathered edge
stone was a particular challenge, according to Jim
Stevenson of Clauss Brothers.

NOW THAT THE INVASIVE
TREES HAVE BEEN
REMOVED, SUNLIGHT
POURS INTO THE CLEARING,
JUST A CALOWELL
INTENDED.

"All the stone paths had to be removed and reset,”
says Stevenson. “There were about 1,600 rocks
removed and replaced.” Stone that was
inappropriate to the designed was reused elsewhere in the park district. Despite the required
repair work, Stevenson marvels at the original stone craftsmanship. “It was excellent! I don’t
know how they did it,” he says. Without modern machinery, with some stones near the pavilion
five feet by twelve, building the
building the original Lily Pool was both a masterpiece of design and hard work.
Until recently, however, not
everyone was able to enjoy the Lily
Pool. Like many pre-ADA
landscapes, less than one-tenth of
the site was accessible to
wheelchairs in the original plan.
Now, almost all of it will be. An
interesting compromise was
involved in reopening the eastern
footpath, which is a key access
point for visitors in wheelchairs.
Bird advocates were concerned
that the increase in foot traffic
would disturb nesting in that area.
To settle this issue, more land was
acquired on the perimeter to
provide additional refuge for the
birds.

ANTICIPATING the public’s use of the Lily Pool some paths have
been restructured, above, to better accommodate the natural
traffic flow. This concept plan, based on Caldwell' s original plan,
was presented to local focus groups to gain support for the
rehabilitation. Right, Caldwell was renowned for his expertise in
stonework . The restored waterfall is sur- rounded now by greenery
that will provide privacy from the city

Birders will also be happy with the
new mix of plantings. Now that the
invasive trees have been removed,
sunlight pours in- to the clearing,
just as Caldwell intended.
Understory plantings laden with
berries for the birds will thrive
again. To prevent an "instant
landscape" look, specimens of
varying maturity were purchased.
"We have a nice, extensive palette
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of native plants," says Purciarello. Unintentionally echoing Daniel Burnham, Chicago's great city
planner of the 1900s, Purciarello says, "This is no small plan."
In a rehabilitation work of this
magnitude, surprises are inevitable.
But Wolff describes them more as
questions of policy or principle.
Historic pictures, for example,
showed that both prairie-style
pavilions near the lagoon had roofs.
Research later showed that the
original design called for one open
roof as opposed to the flat cover that
is on it now, but that Caldwell himself
added the roof later. To roof or not to
roof was a rough call, more from
preservation purity than from a
construction standpoint.
Decisions like these are made as part
of weekly planning sessions that are
held with the team of landscape
professionals, the Friends of Lincoln
Park, and the Chicago Park District.
One of the biggest challenges facing
the group now is the issue of future
maintenance. No one wants the Lily
Pool to succumb to its earlier fate.
Yet, the very attractiveness of the Lily
Pool can be its own undoing. "The
stone looks like Adventureland to
kids," observes Wolff.
Purciarello agrees. "We have to establish some decorum here. We don't want to make this an
unfriendly place, but it's a different experience from the zoo." Indeed, since Caldwell's time,
additions to the zoo have located exhibits like the polar bears immediately next to the Lily Pool.
Busloads of school children were previously allowed to romp straight from the zoo to the
tranquil space of the Lily Pool with no buffer zone.
While the details are still being worked out, one idea is to have the Friends of Lincoln Park
establish a conservancy and contribute to the upkeep of the Lily Pool. It's hoped that by limiting
the hours and having docents available to explain the significance of the Lily Pool, the problems
of the past won't be repeated.
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Last month, a small dedication ceremony was held to mark the end of the major rehabilitation
work The Lily Pool will be closed during the winter, but in the spring of 2002, a grand opening
will be held. Fittingly, spring wildflowers, like those Caldwell bought with his own money, will
burst forth, a dead world no more. LA
Cathy jean Maloney is a garden historian and senior editor of Chicagoland Gardening magazine.

BROOK WILLIAMS, CHICAGO PAAI( DISTRICT, CONTEMPORARY PHOTOS ; HISTORIC PHOTOS
COURTESY CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
Project Credits
Program manager, owner: Chicago Park District.
Cofunder, public advisory group: Friends of Lincoln Park, Chicago.
Landscape architect: Wolff Clements and Associates, Ltd., Chicago.
Architect: Eifler & Associates, Chicago.
Environmental consultants: Applied Ecological Services, Inc., West Dundee, Illinois.
Mechanical and electrical engineer: Weber Consultants, Ltd., Chicago.
Civil engineer: Infrastructure Engineering, Inc., Chicago. Tree consultants: Hendricksen, The
Care of Trees, Chicago. General contractor: Clauss Brothers, Inc., Streamwood, Illinois
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Describe Present and Historic Physical Appearance.
The Lily Pool in Lincoln Park is the most fully realized surviving example of the work of
landscape architect Alfred Caldwell. The disciple of renowned Prairie style landscape designer
and conservationist, Jens Jensen, Caldwell “...imbibed deeply of Jensen’s philosophy. A total
respect for the processes of nature was the basis. The landscape architect was an artist, or
more correctly a poet, who would interpret and reveal nature, by using its materials.” 1
In 1936, while working for the Chicago Park District, Caldwell was asked to redesign a
dilapidated Victorian lily pool in Lincoln Park. This project gave him the opportunity to create a
quiet refuge for city dwellers that would, on a small scale, represent the natural history of the
Chicago region. Caldwell suggested that “besides being a nature garden,” the Lily Pool is “a
geological statement.”2 He explains:
The landscape of all Chicago was once a lake formed by the melting ice of
the Late Wisconsin Glacier. These dammed-up waters finally broke
through the moraine ridge at the southwest extremity of the area. This
surging torrent carved out the underlying strata of Niagara limestone.
The present Des Plaines River, in part follows that channel; and the stone
bluffs are a veritable statement of the natural forces that created the
terrain of Chicago.3
The Lily Pool is a Prairie style garden in Lincoln Park. Designed by Alfred Caldwell, it was
constructed by the Chicago Park District between 1936 and 1938. Today, the site retains very
strong integrity.
Since its creation in the 1930s, generations of Chicagoans and visitors have considered the Lily
Pool one of the city’s loveliest places. A letter submitted to the Voice of the People in Chicago in
1938 described the Lily Pool as:
... a real garden in every sense of the word. Stone, as stone really is, cleft
by falling water, wet and matted with ferns and moss, dappled by sun
shining through tall, slim birch and maples. Stone ledges, creviced by
hawthorne and sumach, real trees like our own woodlands. Farther along
the magic path, under melting snow, a carpet of violet plants and how
many more of our own real woodland wildflowers?4
The Lily Pool remained largely as Caldwell had designed it for several years. By 1946, however,
the Chicago Park District had designated it an area for the Lincoln Park Zoo to exhibit pelicans,
flamingoes and other exotic fowl, renaming the site as the Zoo Rookery. The wings of the birds
were pinioned to keep the birds in captivity. The landscape slowly began to decline. Many of
the birds destroyed plants; caused the erosion of lagoon edges; and their droppings collected in
the pool. Further erosion occurred throughout the site because invasive trees such as mulberry,
box elder, and buckthorn took root and created a dense canopy. As less sunlight came in, many
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of the original native shrubs and wildflowers died out. Heavy human foot traffic compounded
these problems.
To correct the erosion problem and enhance the appearance of the space, the Chicago Park
District conducted a $160,000 renovation of the site in 1966-68. At that time, the Chicago Park
District did not address the problems that the birds or the invasive plants were causing to the
site. Rather, the park district added thousands of tons of new stone as well as new site
amenities that were not part of the original design such as lighting, split-rail fencing, additional
cages, and a shed. The site remained the Zoo Rookery. The stone gave the ground level a stark
appearance. Although the renovation did involve planting some native vegetation, invasive
plants continued to grow in the area, and a dark and dense thicket of plant materials slowly
emerged.
By the late 1980s, the Zoo kept fewer exotic birds such as pelicans and flamingoes on the site,
and began placing more emphasis on North American waterfowl that could be wintered there.
The landscape continued to decline. In the early 1990s, the Chicago Park District attempted to
conduct a pilot restoration project by focusing on a small area of the landscape, removing
invasive plants, and replanting Caldwell’s palette. Unfortunately, there was no effort to gain
community support, and after the park district received complaints about trees being removed
the project came to a halt.
Finally in 1997, a non-profit organization, the Friends of the Lincoln Park (now Lincoln Park
Conservancy), worked with the Chicago Park District to build community consensus and
develop a plan to restore the historic lily pool. The Lincoln Park Zoo agreed to have the Chicago
Park District retain management of the site as a naturalistic garden and haven for migratory
birds. The Friends of Lincoln Park and Chicago Park District invested $2.5 million in an awardwinning rehabilitation that was undertaken between 2000 and 2002. The public-private
partnership also resulted in a management plan that specifically addresses the unique issues
related to this site, and a program to train docents who interpret the historic landscape. After
the completion of the rehabilitation, the Chicago Park District officially renamed the site the
Alfred Caldwell Lily Pool.5
The Lily Pool is a 3-acre fenced naturalistic garden that is located just south of Fullerton
Avenue, west of Cannon Drive, east of the Lincoln Park Conservatory and Stockton Drive, and
just north of the Lincoln Park Zoo. These are generally the same as the site’s original boundaries
with the exception of the expansion of the east and west fence lines. The east fence line was
moved approximately 10’ to the east during the 2000-2002 project work. The west fence line
was moved at varying widths between 0’ to 35’ to the west. The park district moved the fence
lines in order to plant dense vegetation at the east and west borders of the site. This was done
to help alleviate noise problems and provide additional food and shelter for the large numbers
of migratory birds that frequent the site.
Black metal wire fencing encloses the eastern and western sides of the Lily Pool. During the
2000-2002 project work, the new fencing replaced the older chain link fence because it was
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more visually transparent and vandal-proof. The southern side of the Lily Pool is enclosed by
part of the Lincoln Park Zoo fencing. A stone and wood Prairie style entry gate [1] and wall
(known as the Fullerton gate) enclose the northern side of the site.
The Fullerton Gate [1] provides an entryway into the Lily Pool and allows the site to be closed
and locked at night and during the winter months. The base of the entry gate wall is composed
of Caldwell’s characteristic stratified layers of limestone. The joints between stones are raked
back to emphasize horizontality. Massive horizontal wooden beams rise above the stone base,
extending beyond and framing the two entry doors. (Above this is some of the visually
transparent black metal wire fencing.) The two massive entry doors are made of diagonal
planks of oak. The diagonal lines of the two doors meet forming an inverted v-shape. Adjacent
to the frame, on both sides of the doorway, there are some delicate vertical wooden picket
elements with horizontal rails. These are reminiscent of a Japanese screen. (This motif appears
again along the edges of the Lily Pool pavilion.)
During the rehabilitation process all of the original entry gate wood was rotten and had to be
replaced. There were some structural problems with the wooden elements, and the
rehabilitation allowed for the installation of a steel framing system within the wooden elements
that cannot be visually detected. White oak barn wood was used to match the appearance of
the original, and all of the wooden elements were carefully replicated using original plans and
photographs. All of the feature’s stone is original and only needed cleaning, and minor repairs
and tuck-pointing.
Caldwell originally designed a large Prairie style lantern to be installed in an opening in the
stonework on the east side of the entry gate wall. He intended to execute the lantern in wood
clad in copper; however, the park district eliminated this detail from the project. For years, the
opening that had been intended for the lantern left a large space in the wall. Due to problems
with people sneaking in the site from this opening, eventually it was filled with additional stone.
As part of the rehabilitation, those replacement stones were removed. A new lantern [2] was
produced and installed in the opening. Composed of epoxy enamel coated steel, the new
lantern replicates the exact form and size of Caldwell’s original design. The lantern is composed
of a stack of horizontal elements, with a v-shaped form at the bottom, serving as the luminaire.
The illumination shines down from the lower part of the lantern. When the Caldwell plans were
replicated in coated steel, the restoration team decided to select a brownish color for the
finish, rather than trying to emulate copper.
After one passes through the massive oak doors, the visitor has the sense of entering a secret
world, far away from the noise and stress of city life. “Though removed only by a few steps
from the man-made environment, the Lily Pool becomes a genuine refuge— a sequestered
place of breath and quietude for man in the very midst of Chicago.”6 Although the fenced-in
area of the Lily Pool includes less than 3 acres of land, the landscape gives visitors the illusion
that the site is much larger.
In the center of the site is the prairie river [3] an irregularly shaped lagoon that emulates
melted glacial waters cutting through rock. Caldwell’s mentor, Jens Jensen, included prairie
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rivers in his plans for many properties such as Chicago’s Columbus Park (NHL, 2003) to
represent natural rivers that once flowed through the unspoiled native landscape. The gently
curved shape of Caldwell’s prairie river adds to the illusion of a larger space. As one passes
along the edges of the waterway, the views and scenery are continuously changing.
Originally, Caldwell edged some of the lagoon with slabs of limestone, and other areas were
planted with native shrubs and trees. The center area provided a sun opening; another example
of his interpretation of an element often used by Jensen. Caldwell planted native emergent and
aquatic plants in and along the banks of the waterway. Over the years, however, as the
landscape suffered decline, the site became too shady to support the lilies and other water
plants. In addition, the 1966-68 renovation involved the installation of hundreds of new pieces
of stone around the prairie river, paving areas that had been intended for plant materials. The
recent project work involved removal of all stone added during the renovation and replanting
the edges. The project also included dredging the lagoon and repairing the original clay liner.
Tubs were set into the clay liner and sealed so that the water lilies could thrive without
threatening the integrity of the clay liner. Because the rehabilitation involved removing
buckthorn, box elder, mulberry and other invasive vegetation, the space is sunny again. Today,
there is sufficient light to support water lilies as well as other aquatic and edge plantings that
have been planted from Caldwell’s original palette including blue flag iris, arrowhead, and
pickerelweed. During the project, an aerator was installed to prevent stagnant water.
On the northwest side of the prairie river, Caldwell created a waterfall [4] composed of
horizontal slabs of limestone. Similar to the manner in which Jens Jensen used waterfalls, this
element was meant to represent the source of the prairie river. Describing the Lily Pool,
Caldwell suggested that, “A body of water presumes a source. Hence the waterfall.” 7 This
waterfall is composed of much larger pieces of stone than Jensen had used in his waterfalls.
Explaining how the waterfall ties into the site’s broad symbolism, Caldwell wrote, “Stone ledges
of the waterfall show the horizontal stratification of the Niagara limestone. It was originally laid
down as sediment on ancient beaches millions of years ago.”8 The water flows gently over the
beautiful and irregularly placed stones with weathered edges. Caldwell asserted, “This
waterfall, as a work of art, is a celebration.”9 The path adjacent to the waterfall includes gaps
through which the water flows. These gaps, which had been filled years later, were recovered
during the rehabilitation process.
Stone is a continuous element that unifies the composition and conveys Caldwell’s metaphor
for the geologic history of the Chicago region. In addition to the base of the Fullerton gate [1],
and the waterfall [4], Caldwell used limestone to create a bird bath [5], ledges, paths, steps [6,
7, 8], a terrace adjacent to the pavilion and the council ring [9]. The bird bath is located on the
western edge of the prairie river [3]. It is composed of stacks of limestone slabs. Considering
the vast number of birds that use the Lily Pool as a resting place, the bird bath provides a useful
function. Historically it had upper and lower inlets of water, providing two places in which birds
could come in contact with water. Over the years, this feature deteriorated. The plumbing did
not function, and much of the stone was missing and/or broken. During the 2000-2002 project,
the bird bath was restored. Because there was no detailed original plan for this feature, the
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rehabilitation was based on historic photographs. Missing stone pieces were replaced, and all of
the stone was carefully reset. Because the feature provided two water inlets, the Chicago Park
District converted the upper inlet into a drinking fountain for people. This was done by simply
changing the plumbing element with minimal change to the appearance of the bird bath [5].
The stone ledges, paths, and steps [6, 7, 8] throughout the Lily Pool were carefully rehabilitated
during the 2000- 2002 project. A major focus of this work was to remove more than 1500
pieces of stone that were added as part of the 1966-68 renovation. This process involved
documenting and numbering every single stone, removing the added stones, and carefully
resetting much of the original stone. The effort to remove the 1960s stone was an important
part of recapturing Caldwell’s original design intent. In 1942, Caldwell wrote that the:
river, in a sense, has cut a channel through limestone, and the ledges are
intermittently revealed.... The entire garden is planted as a forest. A
stone walk winds through the forest near the water’s edge. Wildflowers
cover the ground each side.10
Caldwell did not use the stone in a frivolous manner. Each of the stone elements provides a
function. The ledges act as retaining walls along the slopes of the site. The paths and steps
provide circulation. Caldwell softened the appearance of the stone by planting between
crevices of the ledges, and allowing plants to creep between the joints of the limestone paths—
creating the feeling of stepping stones.
Caldwell had never intended for the entire edge of the prairie river or areas between the stone
path and the water to be entirely paved with stone. This, however, is what occurred during the
1966-68 renovation project. At the time, the Chicago Park District’s landscape architects chose
this course of action because of the severe problems with erosion. In addition to eroded edges
of the waterway and paths, some of the slopes on the east and west sides of the site suffered
from severe erosion. Here thousands of new stones were added, creating a heavy and stark
appearance along what had previously been subtly designed ledges. In many cases, the
renovation involved lifting original stones and placing them on top of new stones. Due to this
shuffling of old and new stones, the recent rehabilitation project involved a very careful process
of identifying all original and replacement stones, removing 1960s stone, and resetting the
older stones in their original configurations.
Another change that park district landscape architects made to the site in the 1960s was the
removal of most of the stone path that originally extended along the east side of the prairie
river [7] and the stone path leading to the original eastern entrance [8] of the Lily Pool at
Cannon Drive. The park district removed these segments of the original path system to limit
circulation within the site particularly within the areas favored by migratory birds. In addition to
removing the original stretches of stone paths, the project included installing split rail fencing to
keep people out of the area.
As part of the rehabilitation project, the Chicago Park District and the Friends of Lincoln Park
14
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conducted a series of focus group meetings to address a variety of issues that are critical to the
Lily Pool. Among these was a focus group specifically addressing the accessibility issues. Group
members included representatives of the Mayor’s Office on Disabilities, lawyers who specialize
in ADA issues, and disabled individuals. The focus group determined the rehabilitation should
be conducted in a manner that would allow disabled people access to each of the major
features of the Lily Pool. The resulting project involved some minor re- grading on the site of
the original east path and installing a new accessible surface of compacted stone screenings [7]
that meets with accessibility requirements.
To provide an accessible route to the council ring [9], as well as a linkage to the recreated stone
path leading to the eastern entrance at Cannon Drive [8], the project team removed a portion
of the original stone steps leading to the council ring [9] on its north side. Historically, there
were stone steps leading to the council ring [9] approaching from both its north and south
sides. The south side steps are completely intact. The lower case of the north side stone steps
remain intact, only the upper 4 or 5 steps were removed to make way for the new ramp. The
stone slabs of the new ramp beautifully match the original stone. However, unlike the original
steps, the path and ramp meet with ADA requirements. During the 1960s, when the Cannon
Drive entrance had been removed, the path on the south side leading to the Zoo [10] allowed
heavy foot traffic in and out of the Lily Pool. All of this path’s stonework has been fully restored.
Today, however, Lily Pool visitors can exit through a turnstile leading to the Zoo, however, Zoo
patrons cannot enter from this turnstile.
The council ring [9] sits on a ridge on the southeast side of the prairie river. The council ring, a
circular stone bench, was one of Jens Jensen’s favorite elements. While Caldwell included
council rings in many of his plans for park work, this is the only one in the Chicago parks that
fully followed his original specifications. He developed a series of council rings for Promontory
Point, but to save funds, the park district executed these in concrete, rather than limestone. (In
the 1980s, Caldwell supervised the replacement of the concrete benches with stone council
rings at Promontory Point.) The Lily Pool council ring is, in effect, two solid adjoining half circles
providing an opening for entering and exiting. In the center is a flat hearthstone. The 2000-2002
project included repairs to the council ring, such as tuck- pointing the stone, addressing eroded
slopes along the edges of the council ring, and removing pavement from the floor of the council
ring that had been added in the 1960s. To meet with the ADA, the project also involved slightly
widening both openings between the two half circles to accommodate wheelchair access.
In addition to the small number of steps removed from the north side of the council ring, a few
steps were also removed from the path on the west side of the prairie river. Again, this was
done to provide better accessibility, and to allow access to each of the major features of the Lily
Pool. One of the site’s premier features, which is located on the west side of the lagoon, is the
pavilion [11] and its adjoining stone terrace [12]. The pavilion is an elegant Prairie style
structure that is often erroneously attributed to Frank Lloyd Wright. The pavilion is composed
of two pergola-like stone and wood shelters joined together by a horizontal wood beam.
Architectural historian Richard Guy Wilson describes the pavilion and terrace in the following
manner:
15
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At the curve of the prairie river the limestone forms a terrace that
supports two seating pavilions. Right-angled limestone walls push
upward and outward, intersecting pergola roofs of long horizontals and
short verticals of open and closed forms.11
The roof’s overhangs and cantilevered beams reinforce the sense of horizontality. Caldwell
wrote; “The spreading horizontal structure is like a tree, rooted in a rock ledge.” 12
On the east side of the pavilion [11], adjacent to the water's edge, the stone ledges provide
seating. There are also simple wooden seats extending along expanses of wooden vertical
pickets with horizontal rails, a detail repeated in the entry gate [1]. Over the years, all of the
original wooden elements of the pavilion deteriorated and rotted. During the rehabilitation
process, it was determined that none of the wood was salvageable. Like the entry gate, due to
structural problems, the wooden elements were reconstructed with steel reinforcement. None
of the steel framework is visually detectable. The wooden elements were carefully replicated
out of white oak barn wood based on original plans and photographs. All of the pavilion’s stone
elements are original, with the exception of a few stones that were damaged and needed
replacement. During the rehabilitation, it was determined that 1960s stone had been added on
top of the eastern portion of the stone terrace [12]. All of this was removed and the original
terrace stone was repaired and replaced where necessary. The only other stones added were in
a few areas near the low overhangs of the pavilion roofs. Rather than changing the height of
the pavilion, some small stacks of matching stone were installed to keep people on the paths
and prevent them from hitting their heads.
In the 1960s, when the Chicago Park District renovated the Zoo Rookery with the goal of
continuing its use as a display for exotic birds, a shed [13] was constructed to provide a warming
shelter for zookeepers and storage for nets, bird feed etc. The wooden structure was meant to
emulate a log cabin. Along with all remaining birdcages and birdhouses, the shed was removed
as part of the 2000-2002 project.
Beautiful vistas and views are afforded to visitors at various vantage points of the Lily Pool
landscape. The natural site included glacial ridges along the east and west sides and a lower
swale in the center. Alfred Caldwell’s design took advantage of the landforms. He included
dense plantings on the east and west sides with occasional sun openings and small clearings. He
also used stone outcroppings and retaining walls to help stabilize the slopes, create interesting
places to sit and climb, and areas between stones and crevices were planted with shrubs and
perennials.
One of the most important aspects of the scope of the rehabilitation work was the removal of
invasive and inappropriate plants and the replanting of the landscape. Before the 2000- 2002
project commenced, the Lily Pool was primarily a forest of two types of non-native trees: box
elder and white mulberry. In some areas the understory had also been taken over by invasive
species such as European buckthorn and white popular. The ground plane was devoid of
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vegetation due to the decades of erosion and excessive shade. There were only a few scattered
specimens of higher quality trees such as hawthorn and birches that survived. The
rehabilitation project included the removal of hundreds of undesirable trees. Caldwell’s original
plans were carefully studied and many of the species from his palette were planted. These
include native trees such as maples, crabapples, birches, cottonwood, and hawthorns; and
shrubs such as sumac, prairie rose, and elderberry. The project also involved planting the
wildflowers and ferns that were so important to Alfred Caldwell. Dozens of varieties of
perennials were planted based on the original plans including: columbine, shooting star, Joepye weed, sunflower, phlox, native violets, ferns, and trillium. Among the aquatic plants
intended by Caldwell that were reintroduced at the Lily Pool are water lilies, iris, and
arrowhead.
The Lily Pool is home to year round birds such as sparrows, cardinals and American crow. Other
migratory birds that stop at the Lily Pool to rest and find food and shelter included heron,
thrushes, warblers, hawks and owls. Many of these are considered rare or endangered. The
rehabilitation project resulted in a diverse and healthy ecosystem that not only provides habitat
for birds but also red fox, grey and fox squirrels, rabbits, reptiles, and insects. The prairie river
was also stocked with rare and unusual native fish. The abundance of wildlife including birds,
butterflies, and dragonflies (which are closely monitored) indicates that the Lily Pool has a
vibrant and healthy ecosystem.
Today, the Lily Pool retains exceptionally strong historic integrity. Due to the thoughtful and
well-documented rehabilitation of 2000-2002, the landscape clearly conveys its historic
appearance. The inappropriate elements associated with the Zoo Rookery, such as the log shed,
cages, and split-rail fence have been removed along with the thousands of stones that had been
added in the 1960s. The recent project involved careful attention to detail. New elements such
as identification and interpretive signage and trash receptacles have been installed outside the
fence-line of the Lily Pool so as not to be visually intrusive. Only a small donor recognition sign
has been installed inside the Lily Pool just east of the Fullerton Gate and donors who gave
major gifts to restore specific features are recognized with small metal plaques.
The Chicago Park District and the Lincoln Park Conservancy have jointly adopted a management
plan that provides a blueprint for maintenance and procedural issues to insure the long-term
preservation of the site. It outlines specific roles and maintenance services that are provided by
Chicago Park District staff members, contractors, the Lincoln Park Conservancy and volunteers.
Among its specific recommendations are procedures for monitoring and removing trash and
graffiti, weed and invasive species control, integrated pest management, and pond and water
quality management. In addition to the revamped management of the site, the continued
preservation and appreciation of the site are further insured by volunteers who help with site
monitoring, invasive species removal, brush cutting etc. and volunteer docents who provide
free interpretive tours to visitors. Along with the award-winning rehabilitation project, these
activities have helped make the Lily Pool one of the most intact Caldwell-designed landscapes in
the nation.
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Footnotes:
1 Richard Guy Wilson, “Themes of Continuity: The Prairie School in the 1920s and
1930s,” Modern Architecture in America: Visions and Revisions, eds. Richard
Guy Wilson and Sidney K. Robinson (Ames, Iowa: Iowa State University Press,
1991), 202.
2 Werner Blaser, ed., Architecture and Nature: The Work of Alfred Caldwell
(Boston: Berkhaüser Verlag, 1984), 36. 3 Alfred Caldwell, “The Lily Pool,
Lincoln Park” in Alfred Caldwell, the Life and Work of A Prairie School
Landscape Architect, ed. Dennis Domer (Baltimore: John Hopkins University
Press, 1997), 158.
4 Park Stroller [pseud.], “Voice of the People,” Chicago Tribune, 1938.
5 In order to clearly describe the Lily Pool and show that it retains sufficient integrity to be
listed as a National Historic Landmark, three corresponding plans are submitted: Alfred
Caldwell’s original plan, dated March 16, 1937 [A]; a survey of the site showing its
conditions in July of 1986 [B]; and an existing conditions plan [C] prepared in May of
2001, shortly after the rehabilitation was completed. For convenience, features have
been numbered in the order that they are discussed in the narrative. As some features
were added in the 1960s and later removed, all numbers do not appear on each plan.
6 Richard Guy Wilson, “Alfred Caldwell Illuminates Nature’s Ways,” Landscape Architecture
(September 1977): 412
7 Caldwell, Architecture and Nature, 38.
8 Ibid, 40.
9 Ibid.
10 Domer, Alfred Caldwell, 158
11 Wilson, Modern Architecture in America, 206.
12 Caldwell, Architecture and Nature, 42
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Links
Alfred Caldwell’s birthday
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pm2eJLt6dBE
Geoffrey Baer’s tour of the Lily Pool
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LVC1GepYiug
video about restoration project
http://www.youtube.com/LincolnPkconservancy
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Lily Pool Management Plan: Alfred Caldwell’s Historic Plant List (1936)
Common Name
SHADE TREES
American elm
American plum
Birch species
Cottonwood
Honeylocust
Prairie Crabapple
Quaking aspen
Red maple
Sugar maple
Wild red cherry

Scientific Name
Ulmus americana
Prunus americana
Betula
Populus deltoides
Gleditsia triacanthos
Malus loensis
Populus tremuloides
Acer rubrum
Acer saccharum
Prunus pennsylvanica

SHRUBS
American hazelnut
Chokecherry
Common juniper
Eastern ninebark
Flowering currant
Fragrant sumac
Grey dogwood
Meadow rose
Serviceberry
Staghorn sumac

Corylus americana
Prunus virginiana
Juniperus communis
Physocarpus opulifolius
Ribes
Rhus aromatica
Cornus paniculata
Rosa blanda
Amelanchier canadensis
Rhus typhina

PERENNIALS
Alpine Currant
American trout lily
Bloodroot
Blue phlox
Buttercup
Canadian columbine
Columbine meadow-rue
Common shooting star
Confederate violet
Cottage pinks
Dainty early meadow-rue
Goldmoss stonecrop
Great white trillium
Iris species

Ribes alpinum
Erythronium americanum
Sanquinaria canadensis
Phlox divaricata
Ranunculus delphinifolius
Aquilegia canadensis
Thalictrum aquilegifolium
Dodecatheon meadia
Viola papilionacea
Dianthus plumarius
Thalictrum dioica
Sedum acre
Trillium grandiflorum
Iris oristata
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PERENNIALS (Continued)
Joe-pye weed
Lesser meadow-rue
Liverwort
Moss phlox
New England Aster
Phlox species
Sharp-lobed hepatica
Showy sunflower
Skunk cabbage
Small forget-me-not
Spotted cranesbill
Spotted phlox
Spring beauty
Strawberry species
True forget-me-not
Virginia bluebells

Eupatorium purpureum
Thalictrum adiantifolium
Hepatica acutiloba
Phlox subulata
Aster novae aquilegifolia
Phlox nitida
Hepatica triloba
Helianthus laetiflorus
Symplocardus foetrow
Mysotis laxa
Geranium maculate
Phlox maculata
Clatonia virginiana
Strawberry (wild)
Mysotis palustris
Mertensia virginica

FERNS
Christmas fern
Cinnamon fern
Marsh Fern
Northern maidenhair fern
Polypody

Polystichum acrostichoides
Osmunda cinnanomea
Aspidium thelypteris
Adiantum pedatum
Polypodium vulgaris

WATER PLANTS
Common arrowhead
Lotus
Narrow-leaved cattail
Siberian iris
Tall yellow iris
Water lily species
White water lily

Sagittaria latifolius
Nelumbo lutra
Typhia augustifolius
Iris sibirica
Iris pseudorcorus
Horticultural water lilies
Nymphea advena

BULBS
Canada lily
Downy sunflower
Henry lily
Lily species
Lily species
Orange day lily
Tiger lily
Wood lily
VINES
Frost grape

Lillium canadense
Helianthus mollis
Lillium henryi
Lillium grayi
Lillium tonnifolium
Hemerocallis fulva
Lillium tigrinum
Lillium philadelphicum
Vitis vulpine
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Virgin’s bower
EMERGENT
American Waterlily

Clematis virginiana

Castalia odorata
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Niagara Limestone
Niagara Limestone
Nature Bulletin No. 282-A November 11, 1967 Forest Preserve District of Cook County Richard
B. Ogilvie, President Roland F. Eisenbeis, Supt. of Conservation
Chicago stands at the crossroads of America -- the heart of the Middle West -- and one of the
most important natural resources upon which it depends is the Niagara limestone beneath it.
The bedrock in this region consists of layer upon layer of limestones, shales and sandstones
stacked almost a half mile thick on top of the ancient granite, once molten, that formed the
original surface of the earth before oceans formed and life appeared. The Niagara limestone is
the uppermost layer here but few of us are aware of it because it is covered with soil and
ground up rock -- glacial drift -- ranging from a few feet to a hundred or more feet in depth.
The steel skeletons of the skyscrapers, in and near the Loop, rest on huge concrete "legs" that
extend down to rest upon this thick layer of Niagara limestone. Farther out, huge industrial
plants have been built where this bedrock lies just beneath the surface. Formerly, many
industries, including the stockyards and meat packing plants, and many suburbs, depended
upon the supply of underground water obtained from deep wells into this limestone or the
other layers of sedimentary rocks below it. Thousands of outlying homes, and our forest
preserves, still depend upon wells tapping the Niagara formation. Around the city, in its suburbs
and as far away as Kankakee and Joliet, there are several great limestone quarries in operation:
some of them hundreds of acres in area and some over 300 feet deep. Many more have been
abandoned and several, including some very deep ones within Chicago itself, have been filled
with refuse and excavated material.
Years ago, these quarries supplied blocks of limestone for the buildings and sidewalks of this
region. Miles and miles of such blocks protect our lake front. Today, crushed limestone is used
in making the concrete that goes into the construction of buildings, streets, sidewalks and
highways. Limestone dust is spread over the fields of Illinois farms as "soil sugar" to sweeten
the soil and help increase its fertility. The cement used in making concrete is manufactured at
mills in Gary, Indiana, and near LaSalle and Dixon in Illinois, where crushed limestone is burned
with slag or with clay and then ground into fine powder. Further, crushed limestone is an
essential ingredient, a fluxing material, that makes it possible to remove impurities from the
iron ore in the smelters which produce pig iron for the great steel mills at South Chicago and
Gary.
This limestone is called Niagara because it is the same layer that dips downward and reappears
as the ledge of hard rock that forms the lip of Niagara Falls. Around Chicago it varies in
thickness from about 450 feet to 200 feet or less. Its composition is more than 90 percent
calcium carbonate and magnesium carbonate. .Where the latter is present in sufficient
quantity, it is called dolomite. It was formed beneath a warm shallow salty sea that must have
covered almost half of North America, a few hundred millions of years ago. The shells of
countless billions of many kinds of marine animals disintegrated and formed a limy mud upon
the bottom, which became thicker and thicker and gradually hardened into rock. All this went
on very, very slowly. It is estimated that several thousand years were required to build a single
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inch of this rock, and many millions of years to lay down the entire layer of Niagara limestone.
There was no hurry, then.
In the quarries we find ancient reefs of corals and the fossil remains of the ancestors of our
modern octopus, starfish, snails, clams, the chambered nautilus and the horse-show crab.
They lived, they died, and now they help build Chicago.
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Jens Jenson Biography

Born in 1860 in Dybbol, Denmark, Jensen studied in the Danish folk high schools and attended
Tune Agricultural School outside Copenhagen. Much of his education took place outdoors,
where Jensen learned to celebrate the change of seasons and their place in the legends and
mysteries associated with the Danish landscape and its history. Through this experience he
cultivated a fascination with cultural traditions and nature
which would later play a major role in his design work and
conservation activities after his immigration to the United
States in 1884.
Shortly after his arrival in the United States, Jensen became a
laborer in Chicago's West Parks. In 1888 he created his first
notable design - the "American Garden" in Union Park featuring common native wildflowers and shrubs from the
countryside. The garden was an attempt to reconnect local
people with their regional natural heritage. Like other period
social reformers in Chicago, Jensen committed himself to
promoting parks as a way to humanize the increasingly
industrial city. As a member of Chicago's Special Park
Commission from about 1903, Jensen helped to lay the
groundwork for an extensive network of Forest Preserves,
first recommended in the Commission's 1904 report and
established by the Illinois state legislature in 1911.
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In 1905, Jensen was made Superintendent and Landscape Architect for all of Chicago's West
Parks. He went to work re- shaping Garfield, Humbolt, and Columbus Parks, utilizing his
knowledge of the native landscape to inform his redesign. At Garfield Park Jensen attempted to
replicate the prehistoric prairie landscape in the lush gardens of the conservatory. At Humboldt
Park he repeated the patterns of woodland plantings and open meadows used by Olmsted and
Vaux in the South Parks, while introducing his own concept of wetland gardens. He called these
gardens prairie rivers, celebrating the regional wetland ecosystem.
Columbus Park is often regarded as Jensen's most
significant design for Chicago's West Park System. There
Jensen incorporated an extensive lagoon, prairie river,
woodland groves, lawns,
and amenities including a pre-existing golf course,
refectory, tennis courts, playing fields, children's play area,
and a rustic swimming pool. At the heart of Columbus Park
was an outdoor theater space which Jensen called the
Players Green. Here, the audience would sit on gentlysloped terraces and watch the sun set in the western sky.
As the moon rose to their backs, a performance would
begin on the stage area just across the prairie river. Jensen
felt that outdoor performances in such settings would help
to develop a culture more closely tied to the landscape.
Jensen presented his report. A Greater West Park System, to the West Park Commission in
1919.The paper documents Jensen's holistic vision of a
city with a network of parks, playgrounds, school sites,
community gardens, agricultural landscapes, large
preserves, and linear parkways along streams, canals,
and boulevards. The plan provides a vision of a humanscaled and community-oriented approach to city
planning, -in part a response to Daniel Burnham's
earlier Chicago Plan and other "City Beautiful" plans of
the same period.
In tandem with his work on the Chicago parks, Jensen
developed an extensive career as a garden designer, creating residential gardens in and around
Chicago and throughout the Midwest. He established close friendships with members of the
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Prairie School of architecture arid occasionally collaborated with them on projects. His designs
were characterized by efforts to relate forms and materials
to the surrounding native landscape. Jensen's gardens were
not intended to be copies of nature, but symbolic
representations using color, texture, sunlight and shadow,
seasonal change, and careful manipulation of space to evoke
a deep emotional response. He saw a value in plants which
at the time were perceived as common weeds, and used
them in ecological patterns that he found in the wild. One of
the unique features of Jensen's parks and gardens was his
signature "council ring." A low stone seat encircling a central
fire pit, this space for social gathering brought people
together and provided a setting for storytelling, dance,
and drama.
For Jensen, there was an obvious continuum between
design and conservation. Through his designs, he sought
to awaken the public to the beauty and cycles of nature;
through groups such as the Prairie Club and the Friends of
Our Native
Landscape he
worked to
preserve
remnants of the region's wild natural heritage. Often,
outdoor pageantry and masques such as The Beauty of
the Wild by Kenneth Sawyer Goodman were used as
ways of building public support for the preservation of
local natural areas. Efforts by Jensen and these
conservation groups led to the preservation of many
scenic, historical, and high-quality natural areas
throughout Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Wisconsin.
After his wife died in 1934 Jensen retired to the family's
summer home in Ellison Bay, on Wisconsin's Door
County peninsula. He devoted his remaining years to
establishing a school he called The Clearing. The school
was a place where students could escape what Jensen
saw as a hopelessly "confused" system of education
and get back to a simpler style of learning that
combined studies of ecology, horticulture, the arts, and philosophy. During his lifetime, Jensen's
school never attracted many students or had secure funding. After his death in 1951, his
secretary Mertha Fulkerson continued the school with the Wisconsin Farm Bureau. The
program evolved to its present form, with an emphasis on a variety of classes in nature study,
arts, crafts, and writing -- in the spirit Jensen intended.
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Prairie School
Prairie School Architecture
http://www.prairieschoolarchitecture.com/
Prairie School was a late 19th and early 20th century architectural style. It has its roots in the
city of Chicago, Illinois. It was most common in the Midwestern United States, but its influence
was felt around the world— especially in north-central Europe and Australia.
Prairie School style architecture is usually marked by its integration with the surrounding
landscape, horizontal lines, flat or hipped roofs with broad eaves, windows assembled in
horizontal bands, solid construction, craftsmanship, and restraint in the use of decoration.
Horizontal lines were intended to unify the structure with the native prairie landscape of the
Midwest.
The emergence of the Prairie School style was nourished by a small group of dedicated
individuals obsessed with the idea of creating a new American architecture. They wanted to
develop an architecture style suitable to the American Midwest and independent of historical
and revivalist influence. The movement attracted young designers, the best known among
them being Louis H. Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright. The term "Prairie School" was not used by
the architects to describe themselves, it was actually coined by one of the first historians to
write comprehensively about these architects and their work, H. Allen Brooks.
The Prairie School developed in tandem with the ideals and design philosophies of the Arts and
Crafts Movement started in the late 19th century in England by John Ruskin, William Morris,
and others. An alternative to the then-dominant Classical Revival influence, both architectural
styles share a desire for simplicity and function. Like Arts and Crafts, the Prairie school
embraced handcrafting and craftsman guilds as a response in opposition to the new assembly
line, which they felt resulted in mediocre products and dehumanized workers.
The Prairie School was an attempt at developing an authentic North American architectural
style that did not share design elements with earlier European architecture. Many ambitious
young architects had been attracted to redevelopment opportunities that arose from the Great
Chicago Fire of 1871. The World's Columbian Exposition of 1893, otherwise known as the
Chicago World's Fair, was supposed to herald Chicago's rise from the ashes. But the architects
of what would become the Prairie School were disturbed by the Greek and Roman classicism of
nearly every building constructed for the fair.
Several of these young architects decided to create new projects throughout the Chicago area
that would display a uniquely modern and authentically American style. They began sharing loft
space in the newly built Steinway Hall in Chicago's Loop in 1896. The space was shared with
Frank Lloyd Wright, Robert C. Spencer, Jr., Myron Hunt, Dwight H. Perkins, Walter Burley
Griffin, and Marion Mahony Griffin, the first licensed female architect in the United States. The
result was a vigorous intellectual, artistic exchange which would create the Prairie School style.
The dominant horizontality of Prairie style construction echoes the wide, flat, tree-less
expenses of the mid-Western United States. Frank Lloyd Wright, the most famous proponent of
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the style, promoted an idea of "organic architecture," the primary principle of which was that a
structure should look as if it belongs on the site, as if it naturally grew there. Wright also
considered the horizontal orientation of Prairie style to be a distinctly American design idea:
The young United States had much more open, undeveloped land than in most ancient,
urbanized European nations.
Prairie School
The Prairie School was heavily influenced by the Transcendentalist philosophy of Ralph Waldo
Emerson and the Idealistic Romantics, who believed that better homes would create better
people. Subsequently, Prairie School architecture influenced architectural styles that followed,
particularly the Minimalist (less is more), Bauhaus (form follows function), De Stijl (grid-based
design) and Constructivism (which emphasized the structure itself and the building materials).
Architectural historians have debated why the Prairie School went out of favor. Some of its
vitality was sapped during the First World War, when homebuilders' attitudes turned more
conservative. They spurned building concepts that expressed an idea rather than traditional
architectural forms, such as the relevance of a building to the landscape. But perhaps serious
consideration of one of the Prairie School’s own associate’s musings on the topic would be
worth some attention. In her autobiography, Marion Mahony Griffin writes:
"The enthusiastic and able young men as proved in their later work were doubtless as
influential in the office later as were these early ones but Wright's early concentration on
publicity and his claims that everybody was his disciple had a deadening influence on the
Chicago group and only after a quarter of a century do we find creative architecture
conspicuously evident in the United States."
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